Introduction of Regulatory Guideline of Buried and underground piping and tank
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ABSTRACT

Leakage from buried and underground pipes caused by corrosion has resulted in recent groundwater contamination incidents. Some of these leaks resulted in groundwater contamination incidents with associated heightened USNRC and public interest. So, the industry issued a guidance document, Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 09-14, “Guideline for the Management of Buried Piping Integrity” to describe a licensee’s goals and required actions resulting from this underground piping and tank initiative. The NRC conducted inspections using TI 2515/173, “Review of the Implementation of the Industry Groundwater Protection Voluntary Initiative” to assess licensee response to these incidents and determine the extent of the industry’s voluntary groundwater protection initiative. According to NEI 0914, utility provided procedures, risk ranking, inspection plan and asset management plan. These procedures, risk ranking, inspection plan and asset management plan were evaluated by USNRC according to TI 2515/173. The same evaluation and inspection be required according to aging degradation of Korea NPP.

The purpose of this research is to develop regulatory techniques for aging management for buried and underground pipes and tank in Korean Nuclear Power Plant and to develop regulatory guideline for aging management for buried and underground pipes and tank in Korean Nuclear Plants. For this purpose, aging, direct and indirect inspection techniques and regulatory technique for buried and underground pipes and tank will be evaluated and database for damage of buried and underground pipe and tank will be developed. From these techniques and database information, in-service inspection guideline and review guideline for aging management will be developed.
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1. Introduction

Leakage from buried and underground pipes caused by corrosion has resulted in recent groundwater contamination incidents. Some of these leaks resulted in groundwater contamination incidents with associated heightened NRC and public interest. The NRC conducted inspections using TI 2515/173, “Review of the Implementation of the Industry Groundwater Protection Voluntary Initiative” to assess licensee response to these incidents and determine the extent of the industry’s voluntary groundwater protection initiative. Subsequently, the industry communicated its plan to address buried piping integrity in its November 2009 letter “Industry Initiative on Buried Piping Integrity.” The scope of the first underground piping initiative only addressed piping that is directly buried in soil. However, because operating experience which revealed that leakage of tritiated water from underground piping in vaults or chases (but not in contact with soil) could also lead to groundwater contamination, the industry expanded the scope of its first initiative to include underground piping not in direct contact with the soil and selected underground tanks. Its September 2010 letter “Industry Initiative on Underground Piping and Tanks Integrity” describes its revised commitments. This second initiative contains all of the requirements and objectives from the first initiative but adds underground piping and tanks that are outside of a building and below the surface of the ground (whether or not they are in direct contact with the soil) if they are safety-related or contain licensed material or are known to be contaminated with licensed material. Also, an owner’s piping located outside the owner controlled area is considered to be within the scope of the underground piping and tanks integrity initiative if it is safety-related or contains licensed material.

The industry issued a guidance document, Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 09-14, “Guideline for the Management of Buried Piping Integrity” to describe a licensee’s goals and required actions (commitments made by the licensee) resulting from this underground piping and tank initiative. NEI later issued NEI 09-14, Revision 1, “Guidance for the Management of Underground Piping and Tank Integrity,” on December 31, 2010. An Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) document “Recommendations for an Effective Program to Control the Degradation of Buried and Underground Piping and Tanks” is a guidance document that provides additional details on the buried pipe and tank initiative elements and attributes to incorporate into a licensee’s buried pipes and tanks program. Alternative documents such as those produced by NACE International also provide acceptable guidance. Under the underground piping and tanks Integrity Initiative, each site is to develop and implement
either site-specific or company program for buried piping and underground piping and tanks. According to NEI 0914, utility provided procedures, risk ranking, inspection plan and asset management plan. These procedures, risk ranking, inspection plan and asset management plan were evaluated by USNRC according to TI 2515/173. The same evaluation and inspection be required according to aging degradation of Korea NPP.

The purpose of this research is to develop regulatory techniques for aging management for buried and underground pipes and tank in Korean Nuclear Power Plant and to develop regulatory guideline for aging management for buried and underground pipes and tank in Korean Nuclear Plants. For this purpose, aging, direct and indirect inspection technique and regulatory technique for buried and underground pipes and tank will be evaluated and database for damage of buried and underground pipe and tank will be developed. From these techniques and database information, in-service inspection guideline and review guideline for aging management will be developed.

2. Guideline for the Management of Underground Piping and Tank Integrity (NEI 09-14)

This Guideline (NEI 09-14) for the Management of Underground Piping and Tank Integrity describes the policy and practices that the industry commits to follow in managing underground piping and tanks. The Underground Piping and Tanks Integrity Initiative superseded the Buried Piping Integrity.

2.1 Scope and Goal

The scope of the Underground Piping and Tanks Integrity Initiative includes the following: All buried and underground piping and tanks that are outside of a building and below grade (whether or not they are in direct contact with the soil) if they - Are safety related or
- Contain licensed material or are known to be contaminated with licensed material or
- Contain environmentally hazardous material.
The Underground Piping and Tanks Integrity Initiative will:
. Drive proactive assessment and management of the condition of piping and tanks that fall within the Initiative scope.
. Ensure sharing of industry experience.
. Drive technology development to improve available techniques for inspecting and analyzing underground piping and tanks.
. Improve regulatory and public confidence in the industry’s management of the material condition of its underground tanks and piping systems.

2.2 Initiative Actions

A. Original Buried Piping Integrity Initiative Elements
3. Inspection Plan. By June 30, 2011, develop an inspection plan to provide reasonable assurance of integrity of buried piping.
5. Asset Management Plan. Inspection results shall be used as input to the development of an asset management plan for buried piping. This plan shall receive a high level of review and approval and will be in place by December 31, 2014.

B. Underground Piping and Tanks Integrity Initiative Elements
1. Procedures and Oversight. By December 31, 2011
3. Condition Assessment Plan(s). By December 31, 2012 develop or identify existing condition assessment plans that will provide reasonable assurance of integrity of components within the additional scope of the Underground Piping and Tanks Integrity Initiative.
5. Asset Management Plan. Inspection results shall be used as input to the development of asset management plans for components within the scope of the Underground Piping and Tanks Integrity Initiative. These plans shall receive a high level of review and approval and will be in place by December 31, 2014.

2.3 Industry Roles and Responsibilities
The objective of this TI is to determine whether licensees are implementing the industry initiative on underground piping and tank integrity and to gather information that will enable the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to assess whether the initiative provides reasonable assurance of the structural and leakage integrity of buried piping and underground piping and tanks. The information collected using this TI will be used to determine the extent of the industry’s implementation of the voluntary initiative and to aid in evaluating whether additional NRC regulatory actions are warranted.

3.1 General Guidance

In Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM) SECY 11-0019 the Commission approved the staff’s approach to “monitor the effectiveness of the industry initiatives” (NEI 09-14). In completing this TI the NRC inspection staff shall assess whether the licensee has successfully completed the commitments described in NEI 09-14 Rev. 3, as revised, Sections 3.3 a and b. This assessment will be conducted in two phases. In the first phase the NRC inspection staff will determine if the organization of the licensee’s program and due dates contained in the program match the organization and due dates contained in NEI 09-14 Rev. 3. Also in this phase the NRC inspection staff will determine whether the licensee has met applicable due dates. In the second phase NRC inspection staff will review the implementation of the licensee’s program in sufficient detail to provide responses to a specific set of questions.

3.2 Phase I Required Inspection

A. The inspector should review the licensee’s programs for buried pipe and underground piping and tanks to ensure that the attributes recommended in NEI 09-14 Rev. are contained in the licensee’s program. These attributes are listed in sections 3.3 A and 3.3 B of NEI 09-14 Rev. 3

B. The inspector should review the licensee’s programs for buried pipe and underground piping and tanks to ensure that the completion dates recommended in NEI 09-14 Rev. 3 are contained in the licensee’s program. These completion dates are listed in sections 3.3 A and 3.3 B of NEI 09-14 Rev. 3, and have been amended by the industry letter in February, 2013. The revised completion dates are listed in Table 1.

C. The inspector should review the licensee’s programs for buried pipe and underground piping and tanks to ensure that activities which correspond to completion dates specified in the program which have passed have been completed.

D. The inspector may review any additional aspects of the program that may reveal either good or poor practices in managing buried piping or underground piping and tanks.

E. Phase I of the TI should be completed by June 30, 2013.

3.3 Phase II Required Inspection
A. The inspector should review the licensee’s programs for buried pipe and underground piping and tanks to ensure that activities which correspond to completion dates specified in the program which have passed since the Phase 1 inspection was conducted, have been completed.

B. The inspector should review the licensee’s programs in sufficient breadth and depth so as to be able to prepare written responses to the questions contained in http://portal.nrc.gov/edo/nrr/dirs/irib/Inspection%20Manual%20Forms%20Templates%20Attachments/Forms/AllItems.aspx.

C. The inspector may review any additional aspects of the program that, in his or her opinion, may reveal either good or poor practices in managing buried piping or underground piping and tanks.

D. Phase 2 of the TI should be completed by June 30, 2014.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, guideline for the management of underground piping and tank integrity(NEI 09-14) and NRC Inspection Manual for underground piping and tank was reviewed. According to USA experience, utility will provide information for buried and underground piping and tank and regulatory body inspected buried and underground piping and tank. By reviewing these experience of USA, KINS, Korean regulatory body will develop regulatory techniques for aging management for buried and underground pipes and tank in Korean Nuclear Power Plant and to develop regulatory guideline for aging management for buried and underground pipes and tank in Korean Nuclear Plants. From these techniques in-service inspection guideline and review guideline for aging management will be developed.
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